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S3C6410-FASDK development board functional test guide 

Before the factory, the development board are generally pre-installed Linux + Qtopia 2.2.0 graphics 

system, and the integration of Qt Extended 4.4.3 (we call Qtopia4) and QtE-4.7.0 graphical interface, 

which contains many useful little program to get the development board, you just plug in the power 

and turn on the various functions can be tested, This is to let you get on board an emotional 

understanding, ready to do the development for the future. 

Can say that we have done all the graphical interface testing procedures are very easy to operate, we 

consider the user experience is, make you feel very natural to use, many of them are our well-

designed, such as USB camera dynamic Preview and take pictures, serial assistant, key test, after the 

effect of rotating the screen, 3G wireless access, GPRS wireless Internet access and SMS, Qtopia-2.2.0, 

Qtopia4 and QtE-4.7.0 seamless switching.These not only related to technology implementation, and 

user experience are closely related with the hope of your learning and development, serve. 

Description: Qtopia 2.2.0 is based on Trolltech's Qt / Embedded 2.3 library developed a PDA version 

(and final) graphical interface system; since Qtopia 2.2.0, the company would no longer provide PDA 

version of the graphics system.Only the latest version of Qtopia Phone version (Qt Extended 4.4.3), and 

Qt since 2009.3 began the company has stopped all Qtopia PDA and mobile phone version of the 

graphics system version of the authorization, but still continue to develop Qt / Embedded (referred to 

as QtE) library system. 

QtE the latest version please go to http://qt.nokia.com/ view, the development board the ported 

version QtE-4.7.0. 

Trolltech Qt Extended 4.4.3 is the highest version of the desktop phone, also the final version of the 

series, which we call Qtopia4 

To compile Qtopia-2.2.0, Qtopia4, QtE-4.7.0, please refer to "S3C6410-FALinux Developer's Guide" 

Before the factory, the development board are generally pre-installed Linux + Qtopia 2.2.0 + Qtopia4 + 

QtE-4.7.0 + SMPlayer player graphical interface, which contains many useful little program to get the 

development board, you just take turn on the power and the various functions can be tested, it does 

not require any connection and computer. 

Note: This section describes the contents are based on the development board + 4.3 "LCD screen shot 

Let's preview it, here is the interface at boot time: 

 



 

 

1.1 touch screen calibration or recalibration 

Note: If there is no correction in accordance with the following steps exactly, you can delete the 

development board touch-screen parameter file / Etc / pointercal, and then reboot the system; or re-

install the entire system; can also be connected to USB mouse into the system, in the "Settings" to 

open "re-calibration." 

In both cases, the touch screen calibration interface can occur: 1. If you re-install the Linux system, 

reboot the system first appeared as the touch screen calibration, depending on screen prompts to click 

anywhere on the screen to start adjustment; and follow the screen prompts, using the touch-screen 

step by step click the "ten" type of intersection can be, if you are correct inaccurate, it will loop 

correction. 

 

The red circle indicates that the current use of the touch-line equipment: / dev/touchscreen-1wire, if 

the ARM comes with its own touch-screen interface is as: / dev / touchscreen, as shown below: 

 

2. Into the system, click the "Start -> Settings" to switch to the "Settings" interface, and then point "re-

calibration" icon will also appear correct interface; and follow the screen prompts, using the touch-

screen step by step click the "ten" shaped intersection can be. 

 



 

 

1.2 shows the main interface 

Qtopia interface into the emperor system as shown below: 

 

Qtopia system interface can be seen above the five icons, which represent the five program / 

document, click on any icon can enter the corresponding sub-class interface, they are similar. Another 

point system interface lower left corner "Start" icon, you can select menu appears five sub-classes, 

they and the system interface is the corresponding icon above. 

Five sub-class interface, respectively, as shown below, under the title name, its meaning is self-evident, 

in which "pardazeshsabz" group, all procedures are a pardazeshsabz's self-developed or ported, to use 

for testing purposes only, other sub-classes program or the system comes with. 

 

1.3 hardware decoding player SMPlayer 

6410 has a powerful multimedia processing (MFC), and support hardware decoding playback MPEG4, 

H.264/H.263 video formats, up to 720x480 30fps or 720x576 25fps, with the Post Processor co-

processing, you can zoom in or out to achieve perfect playback, you can use this feature when in full-

screen playback achieve very good results. 

Mplayer is a completely open-source cross-platform player, depending on a variety of open source 

audio and video decoding library, you can play many formats of video files, and supports output to 

multiple display devices, such as X11, Framebuffer, SDL, DFB so, we transplanted the improved version 

is based on the Framebuffer. In addition, Mplayer itself does not have the graphical interface 

operation, but there are many front interface is available, such as SMPlayer, 



 

 

KMPlayerr, KPlayer, etc., where the use is SMPlayer, which is based on Qt4.x library (we use the latest 

QtE-4.7.0) developed an open source player interface, and more shows to their official website you can 

view. Mplayer official website: http://www.mplayerhq.hu SMPlayer's official website: 

http://smplayer.sourceforge.net/ 

We offer Linux-2.6.36 kernel already contains 6410 multimedia hard decode driver, which is provided 

by Samsung original, multimedia features for the 6410 play, we integrate the library into the MFC 

application layer in Mplayer, combined with SMPlayer to form a powerful graphical interface for Linux 

version hardware decoding player.Whether in 4.3 "LCD, or in the 7" LCD, and even higher-resolution 

monitor, you can achieve smooth playback of MPEG4, H.264/H.263 video, here is its simple 

instructions. 

Tip: with the "CD B" in a few tests with the video, first copy them to an SD card, the SD Card into the 

development board, it will automatically mount to "/ sdcard" directory. 

Want to convert their own video playback support 6410 hardware solution format, will give later in this 

chapter conversion method. 

1.3.1Play video with SMPlayer  

In the "pardazeshsabz" program group, point "SMPlayer" icon, you can open the player, as shown in 

Figure 

 

Point "Open" button in the toolbar or select the file to play the beginning, as shown, find the "sdcard"  

directory 



 

 

 

 

Choose to play the video file, double-click or touch pen point "open" button to open it, as shown, 

 

At this time, the film starts automatically play in full screen, shown in Figure 

 

During playback, you can click the screen, you return to the player interface, the video will pause, and 

to narrow the time frame surface display to the player, as shown in Figure. 



 

 

 

At this point, you can adjust the volume, progress, zoom, this is no longer 11 screenshots illustrate the 

point, or upper right corner of the menu "Open-Quit" to exit the player to return to the Qtopia2 

system. 

Note: In the first five seconds of video playback, the upper left corner will display " pardazeshsabz " 

character to indicate the version of the transplant by a pardazeshsabz improved, as shown, if you need 

further customize the player, please contact us . 

 

 

 

1.3.2 Video format conversion 

There are a lot of video does not play directly on the development board above, please refer to the 

following methods first convert the video format. 

Convert video to MP4 format 

Aimersoft iPhone Converter Suite software can convert video solution 6410 can be hard to play MP4 

video format, this software have been used to convert iPhone video, but iPhone 1 Alternative De CPU 

is 6410, it also applies to S3C6410-TFA/S3C6410-FA, note that we use Aimersoft iPhone Converter 

Suite version 



 

 

1.1.32, we recommend you use this version, because the iPhone is constantly upgrading, does not 

guarantee that other versions can be used. 

Aimersoft iPhone Converter Suite main interface is given below: 

 

 

Click on the interface iPhone Video Converter, pop up the following interface: 

 



 

 

At the interface by clicking the "Open" to select the video file you want to convert, and then select the 

program below the interface "Apple TV MPEG-4 720X432 (*. mp4)", then click the "Settings" button, 

pop-up video format dialog box, click the red marked map of the settings are set: 

 

Click "OK" to return the main interface, point the lower right corner of the Start to begin conversion 

video. Convert video to H264 format 

MediaCoder can use software to convert video solution 6410 can be hard to play H264 video format of 

this writing, we use MediaCoder version 0.7.5.4740, which is a free software, it can be to the official 

website http:// www.mediacoder.cn/ download. 

Start MediaCoder, the main interface as shown below, in the main screen, click the upper left corner of 

the "+" sign you want to convert the video, then, please refer to the diagram marked in red video 

configuration settings: 



 

 

 

In the figure above, we set the video format H.264, the second encoding, the encoder uses x264, 

specifications for the Baseline Etc. These settings are based on the 6410 hardware solutions ability to 

set and continue to refer to the following configuration other video parameters: 

 

In the figure above, the container is set to avi, then click the "picture" tab, refer to the diagram of the 

video set to a maximum 720x400, and dynamically set according to the proportion of the height of 

6410 to support the maximum resolution of the hardware solution is 720x480 30fps, So you can not set 

the resolution beyond this specification: 



 

 

 

When ready, click Start on the toolbar to start the conversion video. 

1.4 Play Mp3 

In the sub-class "application", click "Music" icon player interface appears in the "Audio" list, select an 

mp3 song file, and then point at the top of the "Play" button to start playing Mp3 files. 

Description: Audio list of audio files corresponding to the "Documents" sub-class of all valid audio file. 

Tip: You can also "Documents" directly click on the appropriate file name to start playing. 

 

1.5 Play video 

In the sub-class "application", click "Video" icon player interface appears in the "Vide o" list, select a 

video file, and then point at the top of the "Play" button to start playing the video, where the player is 



 

 

Qtopia comes with its own, it is only the soft decoding ability and therefore can not smooth playback 

H.264/H.263/Mpeg4 other formats. 

Description: Vide o the list of audio files corresponding to the "Documents" sub-class of all valid video 

files. Tip: You can also "Documents" directly click on the appropriate file name to start playing. 

 

1.6 Image browser 

In the sub-class "application" click "picture" icon to open the image viewer, the first thing is the 

"document" thumbnail images of each group, if you insert the SD card containing pictures or flash 

drive, which All image files will be displayed. 

 

Qtopia 2.2.0 image viewer system than the previous Qtopia 1.7.0 has many improvements, it can be a 

simple image editing, but also more convenient to use. 

1.7 Automatic loading SD card and USB flash drives 

Interface in any state, general or high-speed SD card inserted (measured maximum capacity of 32G) or 

USB removable memory, wait a moment, to appear in the lower right corner of the taskbar icon 



 

 

appears mobile storage, the system supports both mounted the same time , point removable storage 

icon appears as shown, as in Windows, then you can remove them as safe. 

MMC / SD card or USB flash drives for all files in the "Documents" group all show up and support 

Chinese file name is displayed, it does not display the directory name, if you file too much, then the list 

is quite impressive of. 

Description: Support MMC / SD card or USB auto-mount is developed by a pardazeshsabz to achieve a 

Qtopia 2.2.0 plug-in, now it only recognizes MMC / SD card or USB's first partition, and format for the 

common VFAT/FAT32 / FAT16, if your flash drive or SD card is not recognized, check whether 

VFAT/FAT32 / FAT16 format. 

 

At this time point "application" group "System Information" -> "Storage" you can see the capacity of 

the SD card or USB information, as shown: 

 

1.8 Calculator 

In the sub-class "application" click "Calculator" icon appears calculator interface, users can drop-down list to 

select Simple, Fraction, Scientific, Conversion and other types of calculators, as shown: 



 

 

 

1.9 Command terminal 

"Terminal" is often used in Linux system interaction interface, through the "terminal" can run many Linux 

Command, view system information, and so on. There are many ways you can set or open a "terminal": 

In the Linux system boot time, you can point to the serial output terminal, thus forming a serial terminal, its 

input and output through the serial port, and no graphical interface, which is the most common embedded 

Linux development approach. When the system starts, you can also point to the graphic display terminal 

output device (such as LCD or CRT, etc.), while the keyboard as an input, thus forming a separate "input-

output system," it without the help of another PC that is 

Operable. When using a graphics display device, and system software to increase the graphical user 

interface (GUI), you can create A GUI-based system "command terminal window", then either through the 

standard keyboard to interact with the physical hardware, but also through virtual "soft keyboard" interact, 

here are talking about is this terminal mode. 

In the sub-class "application" click "Terminal" icon, a command terminal window interface, then you can 

connect a USB keyboard (do not start before then USB keyboard, or not use) or use the bottom of the 

screen soft keyboard input Linux command, you can point in the Option menu to set some options to 

change the display mode, as shown in Figure. 

 



 

 

1.10 File Browser 

In the "pardazeshsabz" program group midpoint of the "File Browser" icon to open it, as shown: 

 

Through the file browser, you can browse the management board of directories and files. 

Description: Qtopia-2.2.0 version is without the original file browser, and we ported Qtopia-1.7.0 that 

comes with file manager, their functionality and interface are identical. 

1.11 network settings 

In the sub-class "pardazeshsabz," the program, click "Network Settings" icon to open the appropriate 

interface, as shown: 

 

Here, you can set up common network parameters: 

- factory default is 192.168.1.230 

- 255.255.255.0 default factory 

- factory default is 192.168.1.1 

- factory default is 192.168.1.1, and gateway address of the same 

 card's MAC address - This address is set by the driver software, can be amended, the 

development board is shipped all the MAC addresses are the same, as 08:90:90:90:90:90 



 

 

Point "Save" button to save the above parameters, and take effect immediately, restart the development 

board can also keep the Change the setting, and the setup program for the corresponding parameter file / 

etc/eth0-setting Description: / etc/eth0-setting after reinstalling the system parameter file does not exist, 

the point "Save" button will automatically generate; development board to be tested before leaving the 

factory, so this file is there.In addition, the command ifconfig program by the end of the IP address changes 

to the configuration file has no effect. 

In fact, Qtopia itself with a network setup program, but the configuration interface is somewhat 

complicated, the user can not set an effective response, in order to maintain the original code Qtopia 

system, we have no in-depth study, so the other above their own development Introduction of the 

"Network Settings" program. 

1.12 WiFi wireless Internet access 

In the Linux system, S3C6410-TFA and S3C6410-FA can support SD-WiFi, and most USB WiFi wireless LAN 

market, here is the use of SD WiFi wireless network card to use the detailed steps, USB WiFi use is similar, 

no longer presented separately. 

1.12.1 Start the wireless network equipment program 

In the sub-class "pardazeshsabz" program, find the "Wireless Network Settings" icon and click: 

 

1.12.2 Searching for wireless AP (or wireless router) and connect 

The SD WiFi or USB wireless network card into the development board, start the wireless network setup, it 

will automatically load the module, and to use the wireless network card types listed in the "Device" on the 

right; the same time, it will automatically search for wireless AP ( or wireless router), and lists these AP's 

SSID and signal strength, as shown below, if you search for your wireless AP can not 

(Or wireless router), click on "Scan" button to search again: 



 

 

 

 

Search to your wireless AP, if you want the WiFi connection, click on the ESSID name to the list, when 

clicked, will pop up the following screen, prompting you to enter the wireless AP's password: 

 

Enter the wireless AP's password, then leave it blank if no password, click "Connect" starts to connect, the 

connection process over the interface is as follows: 

 



 

 

After the connection is connected to wireless AP Connected appears after the word, as follows: 

 

If you start the Ethernet, the following dialog box may pop up to let you off Ethernet (ifconfig eth0 down), 

or some network programs may give priority to use Ethernet instead of WiFi, the following figure, select Yes 

to close Ethernet, Ethernet to restore, you can start a pardazeshsabz program group under the "Network 

Settings" Save the program once, or in the terminal type ifconfig eth0 up on: 

 

Click on "Net Detail" to view detailed network information, such as IP address, DNS, etc.: 

 



 

 

After a successful connection, click on the main interface of "Close" button to the wireless device to 

minimize the program in the status bar, as shown below WIFI on the status bar icon, you can click the small 

icon to return to the setup program's main interface: 

 

Try to open the browser with WiFi Internet access: 

 

1.12.3 Disconnect the Wireless Connection 

Wireless network setup in the main screen, click the "Disconnect" to disconnect the wireless connection, as 

shown below: 

 



 

 

1.12.4 Configuring the IP Address 

Wireless network setup in the main screen, click the "Configure IP" button to start the IP configuration 

interface, as shown below: 

 

Click the drop-down box at the top of the interface, you can choose to use DHCP to automatically assign IP 

addresses, or manually set the IP address of these two methods, as shown below: 

 

After setting, point of Save and save it. 

1.13 Ping test 



 

 

Please connect the development board with the cable, and set up an effective gateway, DNS and other 

parameters through the graphical interface can ping program to test the network connectivity.Subclass in 

the program, "a pardazeshsabz" midpoint "Ping Test" icon, open the appropriate interface, as shown below: 

 

As it has been set up DNS, so can support character domain names and numeric IP in two ways.The default 

ping test 4 times, when checked at the top of the "ping forever", you can have ping, test results as shown 

below. 

Important: To ping the Internet domain name, we must set the correct effective gateway and DNS, and can 

ensure that your network does Internet connectivity. 

Point "Start" button to start the ping, point "Stop" button to stop the ping, to close the "Ping Test" 

interface, you must first stop the ping. 

Description: ping is the most common computer system network testing tool, regardless of the various 

distributions of Linux, or various MS Windows systems, the terminal can enter the command "ping" 

command.Above the "Ping test" program is actually called the command line ping, the results displayed by 

the graphical interface. 

1.14 browser 

In the "pardazeshsabz" program group, click "Browser" to open it, opening the bottom of the soft keyboard 

interface, the interface above the address bar, enter a URL, then points on the keyboard "Ret" (Enter) 

button You can open the site. 

Description: The development board used in the web browser is Konqueror / Embedded, which is an open 

source browser. 



 

 

 

1.15 LED test 

In the "pardazeshsabz 'program mid-point" LED test "icon to open the following interface: 

 

You can see the interface only "Stop led-player" button and effective, it is because the system boot time to 

open a led-player service, after you start to see the "light water" effect is the control of the service, to a 

separate control an LED, you need to turn off this service, the release of LED resources. 

Point "Stop led-player" button, then it becomes "Start led-player", while the board all the lights off, "LED 

Control" button from gray box all valid (see below). 

At this point "All On" button to light up all the LED, point "All Off" to turn off all LED, check the box to the 

left of any lit the corresponding LED, uncheck the box to the left of any off the corresponding LED. 

When you close the "LED test" interface will re-open the led-player service. 



 

 

 

1.16 EEPROM read and write test 

In the "pardazeshsabz 'program mid-point" I2C-EEPROM test "icon on the taskbar, point to open the" soft 

keyboard "button in the" write character editor "enter some ASC characters, point of" Write Data below 

into EEPROM via IIC "button, the button changes when the progress bar and indicates the progress being 

written, as shown in Figure 

 

 

Point "Read EEPROM Data via IIC" button, then the button changes the progress bar and indicates the 

progress being read.@as shown in the following picture 



 

 

 

1.17 PWM control buzzer 

In the "pardazeshsabz 'program mid-point" PWM-buzzer test "icon and the program the PWM output in the 

default 1000Hz, point" Start "button to start the drive buzzer sound, then you can click the" + "or "-" button 

to change the frequency of the PWM output, buzzer output can also hear the sound change.Point "Stop" 

button to abort the PWM output. 

 

1.18 Serial Assistant 

Tip: before using this program you need to connect the serial port test 

 Development Board CON1, 2,3,4 corresponding to the CPU UART0, 1,2,3, they have been converted 

to RS232 level, and through the COM0, 1, 2, 3 four DB9 socket output, which UART0 it has been set 

to start console terminal, use the program can not directly test. 

 The program also supports the common market, USB to serial cable, because most of the current 

laptop no serial port, in order to facilitate the development, many of our agents offer a similar 

adapter cable.The USB to serial cable to the USB Host port development board, you can expand a 

development board's serial port.It corresponds to the device name is usually / dev/ttyUSB0, 1,2,3, 

etc., which means you can expand by more than one USB Hub USB to serial port. 



 

 

 

Using the null modem serial cable to connect to a PC serial port to connect COM1/2/3, in the 

"pardazeshsabz," the midpoint of the program group "Serial Assistant" icon, open the appropriate program 

interface, as shown: 

 

From the title of the program window you can see, the default is set to "ttySAC1 115200 8N1 [C]", which 

indicates the default port settings: 

- Serial Device: / dev/ttySAC1, which corresponds to the second serial port UART1 CPU 

- Baud Rate: 115200 

- Data bits: 8 

- Flow Control: None 

 

- Stop bits: 1 

- [C]: that character mode, if [H] is the hex mode, the image above there are two "edit box" area above the 

"edit box" is used to display the received data, it is actually 

Which can not be edited; following "edit box" Qtopia via a USB keyboard or soft keyboard for input. 

Point the Connect button to open the development board serial / dev/ttySAC1, in the window below the 

edit box to enter some of the characters, point the Send button, and it can be connected to the serial device 

to send data, the following figure shows the Windows HyperTerminal received data capture (Note: this 

corresponds to the serial port terminal should be set to 115200 8N1). 



 

 

  

Point Disconnect Disconnect, and then point Setting ... button to enter the port settings interface, as shown 

in the lists of the most common serial port settings parameter entry: 

Comm Port: You can select the CPU comes with / dev/ttySAC0, 1,2,3 three serial ports; can also choose the 

corresponding USB to serial port / dev/ttyUSB0, 1,2,3 

Speed: You can choose a variety of common baud Data: You can select data bits is 8 / 7, is a common 8-bit 

Hex: This indicates the use of hexadecimal input or display data. 

 

 

1.19 using dial-up GPRS Modem 



 

 

You can use a common development board for GPRS Modem dial-up connection, the model provided by the 

Company for: GM2403, which is mainly used to Wavecom module Q2403A industrial-grade, dual-band 

support for GSM GPRS communication network 900M/1800M, more detailed The information can refer to 

the Modem data sheet. 

You can connect the serial port or USB to serial Modem, described separately below. 

(1) development board through a serial connection 

Serial GPRS Modem via dial-up connection, you need to use four-wire serial interface (which was also 

known as the five-wire serial interface, which one is the "ground"): TXD, RXD, CTS and RTS, the first 

development board is a four-wire serial , but it has been used as a console terminal, so not easy to use; 

development board is the second four-wire serial interface, which corresponds to COM1 on the board leads 

seat (device name is / dev/ttySAC1) Note: Our dial-up program is open serial device, it will set the CTS and 

RTS, so they are necessary; use with CTS / RTS signals of the serial port, allowing more complete data 

protection. 

(2) connected via USB to serial port 

If you do not have the kind of adapter plate above, you can also use a USB to serial port, we configure the 

kernel, support for most USB to serial port, most of them are full-featured serial port, of course, includes 

the CTS and RTS, as shown in Figure. 

 

Note: When you insert a USB to serial port, generally in the / dev directory there / dev/ttyUSB0 device, it 

may be ttyUSB1, etc., please see the actual situation on their own. 

Next, in "a pardazeshsabz," the midpoint of the program "GPRS dial-up" icon, the first thing a set up 

window, as shown, if you are using a development board COM1, on the election / dev/ttySAC1; If you are 

using is a USB to serial port, you choose / dev/ttyUSB0, or according to actual situation. 



 

 

 

Here, we chose / dev/ttySAC1, point OK to continue, the Figure interface. 

 

Dial-up interface is very simple, point "Connect" to start dialing, successful, will show the IP address 

assigned to, and DNS, as shown in Figure. 

 

At this time point "Disconnect" to disconnect the link to point "Minimize" the window can be minimized, we 

point Minimize "put it down to the taskbar, and then open the browser, you can wirelessly dial-up online. 



 

 

1.20 GPRS Modem using single and bulk SMS 

Connections and settings as above, point "a pardazeshsabz" program group "GPRS SMS" icon, open the 

program interface shown in Fig. 

 

If the connection is successful, then "Status" display "Ready", sometimes "Device Initing ..." prompt, such 

circumstances, is generally not the last normal shutdown or Modem connection is not disconnected, etc. 

caused, but also connections may be bad, we recommend using a USB to serial connection Modem. 

(1) SMS single 

In the "To:" the right of the edit box, enter the phone number to receive text messages in the "Input" edit 

box, enter the following content to be sent, point "Send" can be sent out. 

If sent successfully, in the country, generally you will receive the network service providers such as China 

Mobile automatically return to some of the advertising information; can see the "Status" display as "Get 

SMS OK", as shown in Figure. 

 

Of course, you can also use their phones to send text messages to the development board, it is also can be 

received, as shown: 



 

 

 

The format of phone numbers: In China, you can use the "+8613800138000" or "13800138000"; in foreign 

countries, we must add the country code, such as "+4423645789 ","+" behalf of the country behind the 

numbers Family code, and then the phone number. Note: because there is no Chinese input method, and 

therefore can not be directly input Chinese, but you can copy and paste Way to add Chinese. 

 (2) Short Message  

to mass text messaging, you must have a phone book file "phonebook.txt", the name is fixed, and Must be 

placed in the root directory of the SD card can only be as follows: 

Mindee 
13800138000 
Joe Smith 
13800138000 
John Doe 
+8613800138000 

One can not name his party, as follows: 

13800138000 

13800138000 

+8613800138000 

Insert the SD card into the development board, to be automatically identified, point "Import PhoneBook" 

button, you can import the phone book, and this time, the point "Send" mass text messages can be 

achieved, as shown: 

 



 

 

 

Note: This procedure is not to save sent messages to the messages received, messages received will 

normally be automatically stored to the SIM card, if the SIM card is full, you can point "Clean SIM" to 

completely get rid of these messages, you can also normal use. 

1.21 using the 3G card on dial-up 

In China, there are three standard for 3G wireless networks: 

 WCDMA: operator China Unicom, which is the most mature of a 3G network, can be universally 

 CDMA2000: Telecom operators in China 

 TD-SCDMA: operators, China Mobile, China's unique format of a 3G network 

Corresponding to the three 3G wireless network, there are different 3G Modem is available, the most 

common is the USB interface 3G Modem, often called "USB 3G card" or "USB card", we have developed 

dialer can automatically detection and support for hundreds of USB card (later in this section we present a 

model to support the 3G card on the list). 

Here to tell us about it HUAWEI E1750, for example the use of steps, the other according to the actual 

situation and so on. 

Step1: First prepare a 3G SIM card is available, you can go to the appropriate operator to apply for 

operating room 

 

Step2: Put the SIM card into the card 

 

Step3: put the card into the USB Host development board 

Step4: start and open the 3G dialer, where the model will detect automatically listed, and click OK to 

continue 



 

 

 

Step5: Point "Connect" starts to connect, the connection is successful will be displayed as shown in Figure 

interface for access to the IP address and DNS address and other information 

 

Step6: the point of "Minimize" hidden dialers, you can use the browser online. 

Here are S3C6410-TFA support USB 3G card model list, we recommend that you buy through a 

pardazeshsabz models tested: 

After a pardazeshsabz test OK for USB 3G card type: 

Huawei E169 (CDMA2000) Huawei E1750/E1550 (WCDMA) ZTE AC581 (CDMA2000) 

ZTE AC8710 (CDMA2000) ZTE MU351 (TD-SCDMA) 

Other support for USB 3G card type: 

ZTE 6535-Z 

ZTE AC2710 (EVDO) ZTE AC2726 

ZTE K3520-Z ZTE K3565 

ZTE MF110 (Variant) ZTE MF112 



 

 

ZTE MF620 (aka "Onda MH600HS") 

ZTE MF622 (aka "Onda MDC502HS") ZTE MF628 

ZTE MF638 (aka "Onda MDC525UP") ZTE WCDMA Stick from BNSL 

HuaXing E600 (NXP Semiconductors "Dragonfly") Huawei E1612 

Huawei E1690 

Huawei E180 

Huawei E270 + (HSPA + modem) Huawei E630 

Huawei EC168C (from Zantel) Huawei K3765 

Huawei K4505 

Huawei R201 

Huawei U7510 / U7517 

Huawei U8110 (Android smartphone) Onda MW833UP 

A-Link 3GU 

AT & T USBConnect Quicksilver (made by Option, HSO driver) AVM Fritz!Wlan USB Stick N 

Alcatel One Touch X020 (aka OT-X020, aka MBD-100HU, aka Nuton 3.5G), works with Emobile 

D11LC 

Alcatel X200/X060S Alcatel X220L, X215S 

AnyDATA ADU-500A, ADU-510A, ADU-510L, ADU-520A Atheros Wireless / Netgear WNDA3200 

BSNL Capitel 

BandLuxe C120 

BandRich BandLuxe C170, BandLuxe C270 

Beceem BCSM250 

C-motech CGU-628 (aka "Franklin Wireless CGU-628A" aka "4G Systems XS Stick W12") C-motech CHU-629S 

C-motech D-50 (aka "CDU-680") Cricket A600 

EpiValley SEC-7089 (featured by Alegro and Starcomms / iZAP) Franklin Wireless U210 

Hummer DTM5731 

InfoCert Business Key (SmartCard / Reader emulation) Kyocera W06K CDMA modem 

LG HDM-2100 (EVDO Rev.A USB modem) 



 

 

LG L-05A 

LG LDU-1900D EV-DO (Rev. A) 

LG LUU-2100TI (aka AT & T USBConnect Turbo) Motorola 802.11 bg WLAN (TER/GUSB3-E) MyWave SW006 
Sport Phone / Modem Combination Nokia CS-10 

Nokia CS-15 

Novatel MC990D 

Novatel U727 USB modem 

Novatel U760 USB modem 

Novatel Wireless Ovation MC950D HSUPA ONDA MT505UP (most likely a ZTE model) Olivetti Olicard 100 
and others 

Olivetti Olicard 145 

Option GlobeSurfer Icon 7.2 

Option GlobeSurfer Icon 7.2, new firmware (HSO driver) 

Option GlobeTrotter EXPRESS 7.2 (aka "T-Mobile wnw Express II") 

Option GlobeTrotter GT MAX 3.6 (aka "T-Mobile Web'n'walk Card Compact II") Option GlobeTrotter HSUPA 
Modem (aka "T-Mobile Web'n'walk Card Compact III ') Option iCON 210 

Option iCON 225 HSDPA 

Philips TalkTalk (NXP Semiconductors "Dragonfly") Rogers Rocket Stick (a Sony Ericsson device) Royaltek 
Q110 - UNCONFIRMED! 

ST Mobile Connect HSUPA USB Modem 

Sagem F @ ST 9520-35-GLR Samsung GT-B3730 

Samsung SGH-Z810 USB (with microSD card) Samsung U209 

Sierra Wireless AirCard 881U (most likely 880U too) Sierra Wireless Compass 597 

Siptune LM-75 ("LinuxModem") Solomon S3Gm-660 

Sony Ericsson MD300 

Sony Ericsson MD400 

Toshiba G450 

UTStarcom UM175 (distributor "Alltel") UTStarcom UM185E (distributor "Alltel") Vertex Wireless 100 Series 

Vodafone (Huawei) K4605 

Vodafone (ZTE) K3805-Z 



 

 

Vodafone MD950 (Wisue Technology) 

Zydas ZD1211RW WLAN USB, Sphairon HomeLink 1202 (Variant 1) Zydas ZD1211RW WLAN USB, Sphairon 
HomeLink 1202 (Variant 2) 

1.22 Recording 

In the "pardazeshsabz" program group, click open the "recorder" program, the following interface: 

 

When prompted, point "REC" button to start recording, then the microphone to speak against the board, 

you can see the audio waveform, the point "STOP" button to end the recording, as shown: 

   

At this point you can point "PLAY" button to play just the recording, while recording the audio file will be 

"WAV" format automatically stored in the "document": 



 

 

    

Description: Qtopia 2.2.0 system comes with a recording program, the Chinese called "voice notes", but it 

does not normally use on-board microphone for recording, in order to maintain the original code, we do not 

have to do any changes. 

1.23 using a USB camera, camera 

Q: I need to prepare for what type of USB camera? A: You can buy any model, the latest kernel already 

contains a USB camera driver put the camera into the universal development board USB Host port, and 

then in the "pardazeshsabz" program group, click to open "USB 

Camera "program, you will see a dynamic preview interface, adjust what the camera focus, making good 

posture, point under" Snap "button to take pictures, and photographs will be saved to the" Documents 

"group in. 

The program can also adjust brightness, contrast and gamma value; each type of camera has been set at the 

factory default value or the best value, the program will open and read them in order to set. 

Note: Although the kernel already contains the universal driver, but each type of camera output format is 

not the same, subject to conditions, limitations, we can not collect all types of camera, the basic procedure 

of the common market can support models of camera, if you do not support, you can e-mail and contact us. 

 



 

 

1.24 LCD Test 

LCD test program is to detect whether the dead pixel LCD and do, in terms of development board for 

learning, we can allow the maximum not more than 3 dead pixels, in the "pardazeshsabz" program group, 

click open "LCD Test", Figure: 

 

The program has automatic and manual test modes: 

Auto-loop is the automatic cycle mode, run it will be followed by the cycle of full-screen map red, yellow, 

white, green, blue, green, pink, black and a total of eight colors, this process, you can click anywhere on the 

screen back. 

Manual-control is a manual mode, after the implementation, each click of a touch screen, it will switch to 

another color, until the red, yellow, white, green, blue, green, pink, black and eight-color to complete a 

cycle, and then return. 

1.25 backlight adjustment or control 

Note: The following first-line precision using only touch the LCD driver board effectively Perhaps you have 

noticed that when you get a development board, the power is turned on, if not click touch from time to 

time between 

Screen, LCD will be "black", this is actually the default backlight management system takes effect.In the 

"Settings" program group, click open the "Power Management" program interface, as shown: 

 



 

 

 

Here you can see, the system default backlight off time of 25 seconds, you can adjust up or down button to 

the right point, select a time interval.When "Light off" on the left of the box to cancel, it will have backlight. 

It should be noted that the use of touch-line LCD driver board also incorporates a backlight adjustment 

function, so you can slide in the slider, adjust the backlight.With this feature, when you set the backlight to 

turn off the delay, you can see the light is gradually extinguished, and this is what we call "getting put out 

effect." 

In fact, procedures for controlling the backlight turned off or adjustment is very simple, you can refer to 

4.2.10 How to adjust the backlight on the command line method. 

1.26 ADC conversion 

A total of 8 CPU's internal A / D converter channels, but only one converter.In the common design, the 

general AIN4, AIN5, AIN6, AIN7 be used as a four-wire resistive touch YM, YP, XM, XP channels (see S3C6410 

chip manual); the development board leads the remaining AIN1-3, which located in the CON6 interface, in 

order to facilitate testing, including direct and an adjustable resistor AIN0 W1 connection. 

How do they share a converter it?Consider the following: In the "pardazeshsabz" program group, click to 

open "A / D conversion", as shown: 

 



 

 

Then rotate the board W1 adjustable resistance, you can see the results of changing the conversion, the 

conversion value will be close to the most hours  0, the maximum will be close to 1024, as shown: 

 

If you are using the ARM comes with its own touch-screen interface, when you click on the touch screen, A / 

D converter channels will be touch screen selection, then the conversion result will be shown as "-1", when 

the touch pen to leave the touch screen, A / D converter board will choose a AIN0 channel. 

 

1.27 Key Test 

Description: In this development board system, there is no dedicated function keys, it is only for testing low-

level driver and use. In the "pardazeshsabz" program group, click open "Buttons" program, then press any 

key development board (which may be more), the corresponding button icon will change to blue, release 

the recovery of gray, as shown in Figure. 

 



 

 

1.28 Touch Pen Testing 

To test the accuracy of the corrected touch pen, you can draw a line anywhere on the LCD, contrast stylus 

draw a line wherever there is offset, whether there is jitter, which can be "readily write" program to test the 

program by a pardazeshsabz developed a simple drawing program. 

In the "pardazeshsabz" program group in the open "arbitrarily write", opened it appears a pale yellow 

drawing area, with the touch pen can paint in any of the above (brush color is black, a width of 1 pixel); File-

point > Save the drawing can be saved as png image file format (saved: "Documents", in the board's 

position: / Documents / image / png /), files starting with 001, a total of 999 files can be saved. You can see 

the writing is relatively smooth, no glitches, it means the touch pen is very accurate. 

 

1.29 yards scan 

The development board support for USB barcode scanner (English name: Barcode Scanner), it is a HID 

device, equivalent to the USB keyboard.Thus, in any place suitable for USB keyboard, you can directly use 

this bar code scanner. 

Note that the current must start in the graphical interface into the USB scanner to work properly after use, 

can not be inserted before the start. 

Connected to the USB scanner, open the "Applications" in the "Text Editor", a number of bar code scanning 

using the scanner (such as delivery orders, magazines, and many other goods can be found), you can see the 

scanned bar code numbers are accurate Editor of the. 

  



 

 

1.30 language settings 

Qtopia 2.2.0 comes with a "language" setting, but have different and Qtopia 1.7.0, it supports only English, 

so we re-developed a "language settings", which is located in "a pardazeshsabz" program group, click open 

it. 

 

Currently, only 3 languages available: English, Chinese and Japanese.Try to select "English": point "English" 

option, and then point "OK", a message will pop up asking if you want to change the language, if "Yes", 

Qtopia system will restart, if "No" returns, (Note: Chinese and Japanese versions of the program name is 

translated), as shown: 

 

 



 

 

1.31 Setting the Time Zone - Date - Time - Alarm Clock 

The development board in the factory when the date is not accurate, but you can adjust yourself, because 

the CPU built-in real-time clock (RTC), the development board has a backup battery, so adjust the time after 

shutdown is the "Save "and, of course, need the appropriate driver support, and adjust the time as follows: 

Click the lower right corner of the taskbar time display area, a menu will appear, where you can select "Set 

time ...", open time setup interface, as shown in this screen you can set the time zone, adjust the date and 

time. 

 

You can also select "Clock ...", there will be a clock interface  

 

, as shown in point one of the "Stop Watch" Open "stopwatch" program,  

 

as shown in the other you can set the alarm clock, as shown, the alarm time, from a Audio output can be 

heard "Didi" sound, it will 



 

 

For one minute, and the following screen, click "OK" to end the alarm sound. 

1.32 Screen Rotation 

In the "Settings" program group point of "spin" icon, enter the appropriate interface, as shown, you can 

choose four interface rotation, as shown in Figure. 

 

Choosing the direction you want, click "OK" to return, you can see the results, as shown. Note: Sometimes 

the system needs to restart Qtopia can see the effect of rotation, because this program is Qtopia 

Comes, in order to maintain its original code, we did not go to change it.In addition, the effect of rotation 

Qtopia software is completely implemented, the underlying driver has nothing to do with the LCD. 

Rotation, you can find all the "pardazeshsabz" applets are also automatically made adjustments, this is our 

code in various applications to achieve, to do so is to allow the same set of code can be applied to a variety 

of models the LCD display. 

 



 

 

1.33 Set the program to run automatically boot 

"Start automatically" allows you to set any Qtopia comes with Qtopia program or the user's own program to 

run automatically after the start, it's like the Windows system in the "Programs -> Start" feature. 

In the "pardazeshsabz" program group, click the "Auto Run Settings" icon to open it, as shown: 

 

The figure on the left a "Program list" is to set the program name, it contains all the Qtopia application 

(including user Qtopia program), the right column "Status" indicates that the status of the program is 

already set to "start automatically" This state is unique, all programs were identified only one. 

In the left list, select a program, such as "serial assistant", then its state is identified as "Auto Start", point 

"Save" button, the prompt will pop up a successful save, then close the program and then restart system (or 

reset point "Settings -> Shutdown -> Reboot), you can see the boot serial assistant has performed 

automatically opened. 

 

 

In addition, to abolish the "start automatically" program, you can point "Clean", then "Close", then there 

will be shown in the dialog box, point "Yes" to exit. 



 

 

 

1.34 on off 

In the "Settings" program group, there is a "shutdown" icon, open it, as shown, four of which shutdown 

option: 

Shutdown: Press this button, Linux system will shut down all programs and services one by one until the 

entire system is shut down, then the CPU has been completely does not work, then the whole system 

power consumption is the lowest.Because of this there is no corresponding hardware development board 

shutdown circuit board so you can still see the power light in the light. 

Reboot: This is the "hot" reset button, if you are using a NOR FLASH mode, the system will shut down one 

by one the various applications and services, will remain in the Supervivi restart the menu mode; If you are 

using a NAND FLASH mode, the system will Close all applications and services by one, and then 

automatically reboot to re-enter the Qtopia system. 

Note: Reboot and later described the "watchdog" is a completely different function, "watchdog" is "cold" 

start, it will not shut down one by one the various applications and services, but directly reset to restart. 

Restart Server to restart Qtopia is a graphical system, this time does not affect the basic Linux system; 

Terminates Server is shut down Qtopia graphics system, click on it after the GUI is completely ineffective at 

this time is left on the screen display the data in memory, is not a valid graphics system interface. 

 

In the "Settings" program group, there is a "brightness and power," the icon, because the development 

board, and there is no corresponding power management circuits, so they are also invalid. 

Description: The most original Qtopia 2.2.0 source code system is unable to effectively implement 

"Shutdown" and "Reboot", we have been improved. 



 

 

Watchdog 1.35 

Watchdog is an embedded system is one of the most common features, S3C2440 chip itself with the 

watchdog, the latest kernel already contains its driver, and now we start it in the application. 

Point "a pardazeshsabz" program group, click open the "watchdog", as shown: 

 

Note, first, not to point "Start" button, see the red area Tip: Once started, the watchdog, it can not be 

stopped, and only stop to feed it, otherwise the system will reset the restart, 

We are here to set the countdown time is 15 seconds. In order to feed the dog, said the image of the action, 

feed the dog when it is time we threw a bone to eat, if you have point "Feed" 

Button, it has been eating bones, so the system will not reset the restart, as shown: 

 

1.36 start QtE-4.7.0 

In order to facilitate the users, we achieved in the same file system so that Qtopia-2.2.0 and QtE-4.7.0 

coexist in Qtopia-2.2.0 system, through a common point of the application icon to start the QE- 4.7.0; when 

closed QtE-4.7.0 program, they can return to the Qtopia-2.2.0, Figure 

 



 

 

 

 

QtE-4.7.0 system running the interface as shown, it is a simple CoverFlow effect of the Program Manager, 

you use the touch pen to drag around, and click on it to run a Cover 

 

 

Point "Exit Embedded Demo" to exit QtE-4.7.0, and return to the Qtopia-2.2.0 



 

 

 

1.37 start Qtopia4 

In order to facilitate the users, we also realized in the same file system so that Qtopia-2.2.0 and Qtopia4 

(that is, (Qt Extended 4.4.3 Phone Edition) coexist in the Qtopia-2.2.0 system, through a common point the 

application icon to start Qtopia4; when closed Qtopia4 system, they can return to the Qtopia-2.2.0, Figure 

 

When you first start Qtopia4, the first screen appears as shown in Figure 

 

According to its instructions, tap the touch screen, will appear as shown in Figure Set interface, where you 

can set the date and time format, as a pilot, we can not ignore the point "Finish" to continue. 

 



 

 

 

And the emergence of a round clock, wait a minute, into the qtopia4, you can see the show title is "Qt 

Extended", as shown in Figure 

 

The bottom of the figure above there are three text button "Options", "Menu", "Quit"; which "Quit" is 

added by us to switch back to Qtopia2, you can view the source code to add the method, the point "Menu" 

function table into the interface, as shown: 

 

 

Qtopia4 relatively simple to achieve the function, the application is not much, we no longer detail, and 

point "Back" to return the main interface, then "Quit" to return to the Qtopia2 in 



 

 

 

Note: Quit the process of animation in the original Qtopia system prompt does not exist, for the 

convenience of users, we deliberately added to this part of the code, the code package in your own view of 

its implementation. 

So far, we have introduced over most of the hardware and the associated test-based graphical interface, 

the system there is also some other small programs, those are the system comes with, if you are interested 

can try it yourself. 

 


